
LSD

J Bigga

L. S. D
L.S.D
LSD

Nobody wants to talk about lsd
So i'm gonna tell you about lsd

It's not like weed
It won't get you high

Lsd is a drug to expand your mind
First off alot of people don't know what they're fuckin with

Take lsd and have a real bad trip
Lsd is a tool it's not a toy

This shit will permanently change your life

L. S. D
L.S.D
LSD

Realize this if you take this drug
There is a five percent chance that you will end up

Permanently gone
It's called a perma-fry

There also is a small chance you will die
First off it will re-arange the way you think
Reality and fantasy will be more in synch

Lsd will do things to your brain
It makes a permanent change
You will never be the same

L. S. D
L.S.D
LSD

When people say words
You will see the words come out

When bright lights flash
You will hear the lights shout
You will learn to slow time

And how to warp space
You will learn certain things
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About the human race

One thing about acid that the cops can't stand
Is after someone's had it they will question their command

One thing about acid that the cops can't stand
Is after someone's had it they will question their command

L. S. D
L.S.D
LSD

Lsd is not a party drug kid
Even if you are a book-worm i suggest that you take it

Taking lsd is not even always fun
But every single person needs to do it just once

It doesn't always feel good and sometimes it's scary
But every single person needs to do lsd

It is not addictive it does not get you high
But the psychedelic trip will free your mind

L. S. D
L.S.D
LSD

A lot of people wonder why the universe is here
Taking lsd will make all of that clear

Religious people really seem to hate lsd
Because it makes religion seem pretty damn silly

Go on a psychedelic journey and you will find
The answer to the universe is all in your mind

Remember how you felt before your very first kiss?
That's how every body is before they do this

L. S. D
L.S.D
LSD

When you first take acid
Here's what you should expect

There are actually no real side effects
Everything that happens

Happens INSIDE your brain
As the tiny molecules build new pathways

At first it might seem like the world is shrinking
Some people say it's like falling or sinking
You will feel taste and smell new things

That were already there
But you just weren't keyed in



If you listen to music
You will SEE the sound

Like a million new colors
Swirling all around

If you think about life
You will find new questions

If you want my advice
Here's a little suggestion

Try not to think by using words
Let the psychedelic trip

Take you on a tour
Ten seconds

Will feel like a year
And you'll finally understand why the universe is here

L. S. D
L.S.D
LSD

You will experience and feel things
That will scare you shirtless

But i promise you
You will not regret this

So what are you waiting for
Go get some ACID
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